
Ballistic Continues its Commitment to Superior Protection With New 

Lineup of iPhone® 5c Cases 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Ballistic Aspira, Shell Gel (SG), SG Maxx and LS Jewel Glitter cases boast a 
variety of choices in style and protection to encase new iPhone® 5c’s 

 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. - (Sept. 18, 2013) – Ballistic, leading designers of cases with 
engineered drop protection, announces four case collections designed for the new 
iPhone 5c. Each case features reinforced corners, durable interior rubber to absorb 
shock and a raised lip for screen protection, preventing screens from touching the 
surfaces they are placed on, to prevent any cracks or damage. These cases come in a 
range of colors, styles and protection strengths, so iPhone 5c users can customize 
design and fit to match their lifestyle.  

 
The Ballistic LS Jewel Glitter for iPhone 5c case expands on the Ballistic LS series, now 
sporting a sleek glossy finish, with a translucent exterior. The slimmest case in the 
Ballistic portfolio, The LS Jewel Glitter is exclusive to AT&T and is available in turquoise 

http://www.goballisticcase.com/


and magenta. Both colors are infused with silver sparkles, making this case an eye-
catching option for iPhone 5c protection. 

The Aspira series caters to consumers that demand protection without sacrificing style. 
The Aspira has a high polish finish and offers maximum pocketability. These cases 
come in white, black, neon green and neon hot pink. Stylish, slim and protective, these 
cases offer the tailored device defense customers have learned to expect from Ballistic. 

Ballistic has also expanded its Shell Gel (SG) series and its SG Maxx series with 
iPhone 5c models. The Ballistic SG offers users three layers of protection, starting with 
a ballistic shock-absorbent polymer. An impact-resistant polycarbonate shell makes up 
the second layer, while soft silicone with Ballistic Corners™ completes the round-up of 
protective featues. The SG Maxx for iPhone 5c has these three protective layers along 
with a molded, replaceable screen protector for screen impact protection. The SG Maxx 
also features integrated port covers, a no-slip grip and a rugged holster with a swivel 
clip. Both the Shell Gel SG and the SG Maxx for iPhone 5c are available in black and 
white. 



“With the launch of the iPhone 5c last week, we knew our customers would want 
dependable Ballistic cases to protect their new phones from drops and scratches,” said 
Adam Stubin, VP of Business Development, Ballistic. “The iPhone 5c is available in a 
variety of vibrant colors, to give iOS users the opportunities to better customize their 
phones; in the same way, we give our customers a range of cases to choose from, to 
customize style and protection strength to their individual needs.” 

The newest Ballistic cases for 5c range in price, starting at $19.99 for the LS Jewel 
Glitter. Both the Aspira for iPhone and Shell Gel cases are priced at $34.99, with the SG 
Maxx coming in at $49.99. The Aspira, Shell Gel SG and SG Maxx cases for the iPhone 
5c will be available at www.goballisticcase.com and a variety of other retailer stores 
nationwide. The LS Jewel Glitter will be found at AT&T locations nationwide. 

For more information on the new Ballistic cases for the iPhone 5c, please contact 
PR representative Tiffani Thomas  at 404.419.9341 or 
tthomas@jacksonspalding.com. 

# # # 

About Ballistic® Case Company 
Ballistic’s philosophy is simple: Engineered Protection. Our dedicated team of engineers 
is passionate about one thing:  perfecting protection. Through innovative design, 
durable materials, and 20+ years of experience, Ballistic delivers protective solutions for 
every lifestyle. 
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